FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 31, 2013

Projects & Participants
Spontaneous Interventions at the Chicago Cultural Center
May 24–September 1, 2013

The Chicago edition of Spontaneous Interventions features 84 interventions, including 17 new projects culled from an open call issued earlier this year. The exhibition includes 14 local projects. To see all of the interventions featured in Venice and Chicago (140 altogether), please visit spontaneousinterventions.org/interventions.

1. 61st Street Farmers' Market (Chicago), Experimental Station NEW
2. 596 Acres (New York City)
3. 1415 (St. Louis), Rebuild Foundation
4. Activate! (Chicago), Architecture for Humanity Chicago Chapter / Latent Design NEW
5. AirCasting (online), HabitatMap
6. Bartering & Sharing Networks (online), Various
7. Better Block (Dallas, Texas, and elsewhere), Team Better Block
8. BK Farmyards (Brooklyn, New York)
9. Cart Coop (New Orleans), Crookedworks
10. Chairbombing (International), Various
11. Chicago Rarities Orchard Project (CROP) (Chicago) NEW
12. City Farm (Chicago), Resource Center
13. The City from the Valley (San Francisco), Stamen NEW
14. City Sensing: Signal Space (New York City and anywhere), Normal Projects
15. Cleveland Bridge Project (Cleveland), Cleveland Urban Design Collaborative NEW
16. Community Living Room Project (Oakland and elsewhere), Shared Spaces
17. Depave (Portland, Oregon)
18. Dream It. Grow It. (Chicago), Yael Bremmer and Allie O'Neal NEW
19. Edible Schoolyard (New York City), WORKac
20. Flin Public Art Project (Flin), Flint Public Art Project NEW
21. For Squat / Reuben Kincaid Realty (Chicago and anywhere), Public Media Institute
22. Ghost Bikes (International), Various
23. GOOD Ideas for Cities (National), GOOD
24. Greenaid Seedbomb Vending Machine (Los Angeles and elsewhere), COMMONstudio
25. Guerrilla Bike Lanes (International), Anonymous
26. Guerrilla Gardens (International), Guerrilla Gardeners
27. Guerrilla Grafters (San Francisco)
28. Holding Pattern (Queens, New York), Interboro Partners NEW
29. I Wish This Was (New Orleans and anywhere), Candy Chang/Civic Center
30. Imaging Detroit (Detroit), Metropolitan Observatory for Digital Culture and Representation (MODCaR) NEW
31. Intersection Repair (Portland, Oregon, and elsewhere), City Repair
32. Kingshighway Skatepark (St. Louis), Kingshighway Vigilante Transitions
33. L.A. Green Grounds (Los Angeles)
40. Legal Waiting Zone (Queens, New York), Ghana ThinkTank
41. Linden Living Alley (San Francisco), Dave Winslow and Loring Sagan
42. Local Code: Real Estates (San Francisco and elsewhere), Nicholas de Monchaux
43. Local Previews (Brooklyn and Manhattan, New York), Freecell
44. Making Policy Public (New York City), Center for Urban Pedagogy
45. Mobile Dumpster Pools (New York City), Macro Sea
46. Moving Design: Civic Intervention (Chicago) NEW
47. Neighborland (New Orleans and elsewhere)
48. New Public Sites (Baltimore, Maryland, and elsewhere), Graham Coreil-Allen
49. New York Street Advertising Takeover (New York City), Public Ad Campaign
50. No Longer Empty (New York City)
51. Notes for Anyone (Chicago), Michael Pecirno NEW
52. OpenPlans (Online)
53. Parking Plot (St. Louis), Free Agents Imbert and Meijerink
54. Parklets (San Francisco and elsewhere), Various
55. Parkman Triangle Park (Los Angeles), Urban Operations
56. People Make Parks (New York City), Hester Street Collaborative & Partnerships for Parks
57. Phone Booth Book Share (New York City), Department of Urban Betterment
58. PHS Pops-Up Garden (Philadelphia), Pennsylvania Horticultural Society
59. Piazza Gratissima (Bronx, New York), BroLab NEW
60. Pixelator (New York City and anywhere), Jason Eppink
61. Place It! (National), James Rojas
62. Placemaking in Bronzeville (Chicago), Urban Activators NEW
63. Pop-Up Art Loop (Chicago), Chicago Loop Alliance
64. Post Furniture (Los Angeles and Oakland, California), Ken Mori and Jenny Liang
65. Power House (Detroit), Design 99
66. proxy (San Francisco), envelope A+D
67. PUPstop Bus Seating (Indianapolis), People for Urban Progress NEW
68. QR Codes for Digital Nomads (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and anywhere), Free Art and Technology Laboratory (F.A.T. Lab)
69. re:NEWS (San Francisco), Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum
70. Red Swing Project (Austin, Texas, and anywhere)
71. SeeClickFix (New Haven, Connecticut, and elsewhere)
72. Serendipitor (Online), Mark Shepard
73. Skipping Only Zones (New York City), Design That Moves You
74. Soil Kitchen (Philadelphia), Futurefarmers
75. Tactical Urbanism Handbooks (Brooklyn, New York, and anywhere), Street Plans Collaborative
76. Territory (Chicago), Museum of Contemporary Phenomena NEW
77. TrafficCom (Brooklyn, New York, and anywhere), Tomorrow Lab NEW
78. The Uni (New York City, and elsewhere), The Uni Project & Höweler + Yoon Architecture
79. Version Festivals (Chicago), Public Media Institute
80. Visionary Chicago (Chicago), Alexander Eisenschmidt & Cheng + Snyder NEW
81. Walk Raleigh: Guerrilla Wayfinding (Raleigh, North Carolina), CityFabric
82. War Gastronomy: Recipes of Relocation (San Francisco), SanFranStudios
83. #whOWNSpace (New York City), DSGN AGNC
84. Yarnbombing (International), Various
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
info@spontaneousinterventions.org. Email inquiries only, please.